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A short and fun story full of rhymes about a billy goat who is oh so silly! You will even meet his
best sheep friend, Dallie! Come along and read about Dillie's adventures before you head off to
bed!

PRAISE FOR Mittens: "The beautiful physical immediacy of the new pet story will draw
emergent readers. Preschoolers will enjoy the kitten's story, as they recognize how it feels to be
a small creature in a giant world." -- ALA BooklistPRAISE FOR Follow Me, Mittens: "A good
offering for brand-new readers...delivers on all counts...just what an emerging reader needs."- --
Kirkus Reviews --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorLola M.
Schaefer is an educator, writer, and gardener, and the author of many acclaimed books for
children about math, art, science, technology, animals, and nature. She uses shovels, hoes,
rakes, and scissors when she works in her garden. Lola M. Schaefer grew up in Indiana, and
now lives in northern Georgia.In addition to illustrating the books about Mittens, Susan Kathleen
Hartung has provided the art for numerous picture books, including One Leaf Rides the Wind by
Celeste Davidson Mannis. She lives in Brooklyn, Michigan.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverNick is getting ready for Halloween, and Mittens
wants to help. But the only thing he seems to be good at is making a mess—until Mittens finds
his own way to contribute to the special night's spooky good fun.The youngest of readers will
delight in the appealing kitten's easy-to-read celebration of a favorite holiday!--This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The book by Lola M. Schaefer has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 291 people have provided feedback.
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